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*Pricing subject to change. Sales tax may apply. Updated JUNE 2017

SPARK 3 ESSENTIAL 2 NO $600

GLOW 4 PREMIUM 3 YES $850

BLAZE 5 PREMIUM 4 YES $1000

COLLECTION HOURS BACKDROP PROPS PRINTING PRICE

FLASH BY KWP 

PRICING & INFORMATION

ADD ON OPTIONS:

On-Site Printing: $100  Additional Prop Selection: $25  Print out of all customized images: $150

Additional Hours: $75  Custom Print Design: $75   Print out of all individual images: $250

Backdrop Upgrade: $75  Additional Attendant: $100  Events with over 250 guests add $50/hour

All collections come with an online viewing site with free digital downloads for all guests 48 hours after the event,  
one booth attendant, and social media sharing kiosk (when wi-fi is available at venue)

HOW DOES IT WORK?

LOGISTICS

Since we are a boutique studio, we can only offer 
one photo booth per date. In the event of out-of-
town bookings, we may only be able to take one 
event per weekend.

To hold your date, a 50% retainer is required for 
your desired collection. The remaining balance is 
due 2 weeks prior to your event.

Sales tax will be added to all collections with on-
site printing.

All digital downloads will be available to both the 
client and guests for 30 days following the event.

Set up takes a little bit more than an hour, so we will work with you to determine load-in specifications with 
your venue. We highly recommend placing the photo booth inside your main reception space to optimize 
guest interaction. If your reception is outside, we will need to discuss logistics to make sure the booth can be 
safely set up. We cannot set up in high winds or any rain/moisture in the air or on the ground.

For set up, we require a minimum of a 10’x10’ space, with available outlet for power. A banquet table and linen 
will be necessary for props, and we recommend a cocktail round and linen for our “Drink Babysitter” table. 

The number of hours should correspond with the number of hours of your reception, however we will always 
temporarily close during formal events, such as toasts, introductions and dances, so your guests can stay 
focused on the events during those times. 

One meal will need to be provided to the booth attendant and made available prior to the start time of the 
booth. 



FLASH BY KWP 

BACKDROPS & PROPS

PROP SETS
Signs/Emojis - Animals - Disney - Bright/Fiesta/Retro - Glam/Gatsby - Drinks

Rose Gold Black Sequin White Glitter Sunray Mojave Lollipop

ESSENTIAL BACKDROPS

Crown Diamond Bubbly Mermaid Gilded Gold Rose

PREMIUM BACKDROPS

IPAD KIOSK

We just added our iPad integration to our photo booth collections! Now, guests 
can view all the images from the event from the kiosk, share via text, email or 
social media directly from the kiosk, create and view animated gifs and more! 

The iPad kiosk interactivity station requires wi-fi connection to receive the 
images from the main booth system, and then to send to guests, so this may not 
be available for all venues.

TRAVEL

Travel fees will apply for any events outside of Orlando. Please inquire with your 
specific venue to get a travel estimate. 

KWP COUPLES - 20% OFF

For any events with Kristen Weaver Photography as the photographer, a 20% 
discount will be applied to any Flash by KWP Collection!

CUSTOMIZED PRINTS

Each collection will come with a standard print design - these are designs that 
we have on file already, and we can change out text and dates. We do not send a 
proof of these basic designs once you make your initial selection.

For more customized designs, which include adding pre-designed monograms, 
adding additional elements, different backgrounds, etc - the custom print design 
option should be added to the Spark or Glow collections. This will also come 
with 2 rounds of proofs.


